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	The Integers Conference 2007 was held October 24–27, 2007, at the University

	of West Georgia in Carrollton, Georgia. This was the third Integers Conference,

	held bi-annually since 2003.





	It featured sixty-four invited talks including six plenary lectures presented

	by George Andrews, Vitaly Bergelson, Bryna Kra, Florian Luca, Ken Ono, and

	Van Vu.





	This volume consists of sixteen refereed articles, which are expanded and revised

	versions of talks presented at the conference. These sixteen articles will

	appear as a special volume of the journal Integers: Electronic Journal of Combinatorial

	Number Theory. They represent a broad range of topics in the areas

	of number theory and combinatorics including multiplicative number theory,

	additive number theory, Ramsey theory, enumerative combinatorics, elementary

	number theory, the theory of partitions, algebraic number theory, and integer sequences.





	The conference was made possible with the generous support of the National

	Science Foundation and the University ofWest Georgia. The Integers conferences

	are organized by the Editors of Integers, which publishes articles in the field of

	combinatorial number theory. The conferences are held in order to further support

	and strengthen this growing field.
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The Exchange-Traded Funds ManualJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Full coverage of ETF investments from an expert in the field


	The initial edition of Gary Gastineau's The Exchange-Traded Fund Manual was one of the first books to describe and analyze ETFs. It made the case for the superiority of the structure of investor-friendly ETFs over mutual funds and helped investors select...
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Amazon SimpleDB Developer GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	SimpleDB is a highly scalable, simple-to-use, and inexpensive database in the cloud from Amazon Web Services. But in order to use SimpleDB, you really have to change your mindset. This isn't a traditional relational database; in fact it's not relational at all. For developers who have experience working with relational databases, this...
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Introducing Microsoft WebMatrixMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		Your first look at the easy-to-use tools for building your own data-driven website

	
		Get a running start with Microsoft WebMatrix—the free, downloadable web development solution featuring all the tools you need for server-side programming. This practical book introduces the templates, helper libraries, and...
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Programming Languages and Systems: 7th European Symposium on Programming, ESOP'98, Held as Part of the Joint European Conferences on TheorySpringer, 1998


	The European conference situation in the general area of software science has

	long been considered unsatisfactory. A fairly large number of small and mediumsized

	conferences and workshops take place on an irregular basis, competing for

	high-quality contributions and for enough attendees to make them financially

	viable....
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Workflow Handbook 2003Future Strategies, 2002
Published in association with the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC), the Workflow Handbook 2002 comprises four sections in over 400 information-packed pages:
SECTION 1: The World of Workflow covers a wide spectrum of viewpoints and discussions by experts in their respective fields. Papers range from an Introduction to Workflow through to a...
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Web Development with Java: Using Hibernate, JSPs and ServletsSpringer, 2007
I have been teaching web development for ten years. I started with Perl. I can still remember the behemoth programs that contained all the logic and HTML. I remember using a text editor to write the program. Debugging consisted of a lot of print statements. It was a fun time, full of exploration, but I do not miss them.

Five years ago, I...
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